The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)—a separately organized agency within the Department of Energy (DOE)—carries out over 100 minor construction projects each year at its eight nuclear security enterprise sites, which include national laboratories and production sites. These projects include additions, new or replacement facilities, and installations or upgrades that do not change a facility’s footprint.

The minor construction threshold—currently $30 million—limits what NNSA can spend on these projects. NNSA must identify projects with estimated costs above the threshold as specific line items in its budget for congressional authorization and appropriation. In contrast, NNSA is authorized to carry out projects with estimated costs below the threshold without identifying them as specific line items. A 2022 NNSA report recommended that the agency ask Congress to raise the minor construction threshold to $50 million or $100 million.¹

Senate Report 117-39, which accompanied the Senate bill for the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year 2022,² includes a provision for GAO to review the minor construction threshold in the context of NNSA’s overall construction activities and evaluate the potential effects of raising the threshold.³ We are providing information on how NNSA manages minor construction projects, the number of projects NNSA has undertaken and planned, and our analysis of the potential effects of raising the threshold.

Congress has raised the minor construction threshold numerous times, from $5 million originally set in fiscal year 2003 to $30 million in fiscal year 2023. Had Congress tied the minor construction threshold to inflation or a construction-specific economic indicator when first setting it at $5 million in fiscal year 2003, the threshold would have been between $8 million and $12 million in fiscal year 2022.

Further increasing the minor construction threshold could provide NNSA with the ability to address emerging issues more quickly without having to seek specific congressional authorization and appropriations for these projects, according to NNSA officials. However, it could limit congressional and departmental insight into the performance of some construction projects.

From fiscal year 2019 through July 2023, NNSA program offices undertook 414 minor construction projects that cost an estimated total of about $3 billion. The majority of these projects met or are expected to meet their cost targets. However, we could not assess the schedule performance for some of these projects because the agency’s offices did not collect project data in a consistent manner. The offices also have not documented, in a formal and comprehensive manner, their project management processes and related requirements.

We recommend that NNSA (1) consistently collect and track information on the cost and schedule performance of minor construction projects; and (2) document, in a formal and comprehensive manner, its processes and related requirements for...
managing these projects. Doing so will enable NNSA management to better manage and assess project performance and ensure they follow DOE management principles. NNSA concurred with both recommendations.

Since first establishing NNSA’s minor construction threshold in fiscal year 2003, Congress has modified it numerous times. The threshold is more than double what it would have been if it had originally been tied to inflation or another economic indicator.

Figure 1 shows the modifications Congress has made to the threshold over the last 20 years. The NDAA for fiscal year 2023 set the threshold at $30 million. NNSA may adjust that figure, subject to certain conditions.

Figure 1: Congressional Revisions to NNSA’s Minor Construction Threshold


Note: The minor construction threshold is currently $30 million. The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) may adjust that figure, however, based on “fiscal year 2022 constant dollars.” The adjusted amount must be published in the Federal Register. As of January 2024, the Administrator has not published an adjusted amount.

If Congress had linked the minor construction threshold to inflation when first establishing it in fiscal year 2003, the threshold would have been approximately $8 million in fiscal year 2022 and would be approximately $9.2 million by fiscal year 2028, according to our projections. Alternatively, if Congress had linked the threshold to a construction sector-specific price index, the threshold would have been approximately $12 million in fiscal year 2022. Figure 2 shows the actual statutory threshold over time compared with what it would have been each year if linked either to inflation or to a construction price index.
How does NNSA budget for minor construction projects compared with line-item construction projects?

NNSA budgets for minor construction projects differently than it budgets for line-item construction projects in two ways. First, the funds for its minor construction projects are to come from general funds (such as operations and maintenance funds) that are available within a program office’s budget rather than from funds authorized by Congress for specific line-item construction projects. NNSA program offices that manage minor construction projects include the Office of Infrastructure, Office of Defense Programs, and several other offices. Although NNSA is not required to seek congressional authorization before starting minor construction projects, it must report annually to the congressional defense committees on the original and current estimates for total project costs and completion dates, among other information, for all minor construction projects. In addition, it must meet various requirements if these projects have certain characteristics:

- **Over $5 million in estimated construction design costs.** NNSA must seek congressional authorization.
- **Over $5 million in total estimated costs.** NNSA must provide notification to the congressional defense committees 15 days prior to initiating any new minor construction project.
- **Over $10 million in total estimated costs.** NNSA is directed to provide semiannual progress updates to the congressional armed services committees.

Note: The Consumer Price Index is a common indicator for inflation. In this figure, the dotted lines represent projections extending to fiscal year 2028 and are from the Congressional Budget Office, *The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2022 to 2032* (Washington, D.C.: May 2022). For the construction index, we used the *Producer Price Index by Commodity: Special Indexes: Construction Materials* from BLS, which measures average changes in prices received by domestic producers for their output. Though the index does not necessarily reflect changes in the cost of materials, labor, equipment, or other input costs associated with generating output, producers do consider these factors when they set their selling prices. This index does not account for specialized equipment costs or labor-intensive, site-specific costs that may be incurred on National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) construction projects.
includes projects that were initially estimated to cost below $10 million but have since exceeded that amount.

- **Projects exceeding the minor construction threshold.** For any project with a cost increase over the minor construction threshold, NNSA must submit a report to the congressional defense committees explaining the reasons for the project cost variation.  

Second, NNSA provides high-level information on minor construction projects that cost more than $5 million as part of its budget justification. This information includes the project's title, a brief project description, the construction design cost estimate, and the requested amount of funding for that year's appropriation. Information on a single minor construction project may be submitted multiple times to Congress through annual budget submissions and semiannual progress updates.

In contrast, NNSA must identify projects with estimated costs above the minor construction threshold as specific line items in its congressional budget justification for congressional authorization and appropriation before work may begin. NNSA must include information on these projects in a project data sheet, which is updated with detailed cost, schedule, and scope information in each budget justification for which NNSA is requesting project funds.

While minor construction projects may involve multiple updates to the Congress, the information provided is less detailed than what is included in a project data sheet. For example, project data sheets include critical milestone history, cost history, a justification, key performance parameters, and a financial schedule.

In addition, NNSA officials reported that they have more flexibility to start new minor construction projects compared with line-item construction projects under a continuing resolution. Specifically, NNSA officials told us that they may use amounts appropriated under a continuing resolution to initiate minor construction project activities, whereas they may not do so for line-item construction projects.

The officials also explained that agencies have the authority under most continuing resolutions to engage in programs, projects, or activities, such as minor construction, for which the agency had authority under the previous fiscal year’s appropriation. In contrast, new line-item construction projects have not been previously funded and so cannot be initiated during a continuing resolution.

NNSA’s ability to initiate new minor construction projects while operating under a continuing resolution has been especially relevant in recent decades. As we have previously reported, Congress enacted an average of three continuing resolutions per fiscal year in the period between fiscal years 1996 and 2021. In this report, we found that the duration of continuing resolutions increased substantially after fiscal year 2000. We also found that DOE has operated under a continuing resolution for an average of 93 days each fiscal year, beginning in 2000.

The officials also explained that agencies have the authority under most continuing resolutions to engage in programs, projects, or activities, such as minor construction, for which the agency had authority under the previous fiscal year’s appropriation. In contrast, new line-item construction projects have not been previously funded and so cannot be initiated during a continuing resolution.

NNSA's ability to initiate new minor construction projects while operating under a continuing resolution has been especially relevant in recent decades. As we have previously reported, Congress enacted an average of three continuing resolutions per fiscal year in the period between fiscal years 1996 and 2021. In this report, we found that the duration of continuing resolutions increased substantially after fiscal year 2000. We also found that DOE has operated under a continuing resolution for an average of 93 days each fiscal year, beginning in 2000.

Since the beginning of fiscal year 2019, NNSA’s program offices have undertaken 414 minor construction projects, with an average cost of $7.3 million per project, according to data we reviewed (see table 1).

### Table 1: NNSA Minor Construction Projects, Fiscal Years 2019-2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NNSA program offices</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
<th>Range of costs (in millions)</th>
<th>Average project cost (in millions)</th>
<th>Total estimated costs (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>$0 - 29</td>
<td>$7</td>
<td>$1,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Programs b</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>$0 - 29</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td>$666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other c</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>$0 - 25</td>
<td>$9.47</td>
<td>$540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>414</strong></td>
<td><strong>$0 - 29</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,020</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) data. | GAO-24-105848

Note: Data include minor construction projects that were active from fiscal years 2019 to 2023, including projects that started before fiscal year 2019 but were active during this time. NNSA program offices provided

What minor construction projects has NNSA undertaken at its sites since fiscal year 2019?
these data to GAO between May 10, 2023, and July 28, 2023, and data for fiscal year 2023 is partial. Data do not include indirect-funded minor construction projects, the costs of which cannot be assigned to a particular program.

*Projects with costs under $500,000 were rounded down to $0 for the purposes of this table.

*Data exclude the Zeus Test Bed Facilities Improvement project, which was started as minor construction but will be a line-item project starting in fiscal year 2024.

*“Other” includes data from the following NNSA program offices: Counterterrorism and Counterproliferation, Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation, Defense Nuclear Security, and Naval Reactors.

NNSA’s program offices carried out minor construction projects across all eight sites of the nuclear security enterprise (see fig. 3).

Figure 3: Location of NNSA’s Minor Construction Projects across the Nuclear Security Enterprise, Fiscal Years 2019-2023

Sources: GAO analysis of National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) data; Map Resources (map). | GAO-24-105848

Note: Data include minor construction projects that were active from fiscal years 2019 to 2023, including projects that started before fiscal year 2019 but were active during this time. NNSA program offices provided these data to GAO between May 10, 2023, and July 28, 2023, and data for fiscal year 2023 is partial. Data do not include 112 projects carried out at locations outside the eight nuclear security enterprise sites. Data for the Office of Defense Programs exclude the Zeus Test Bed Facilities Improvement project, which was started as minor construction but will be a line-item project starting in fiscal year 2024. Data do not include indirect-funded minor construction projects, the costs of which cannot be assigned to a particular program.

According to data we reviewed, work conducted as minor construction projects included installations, upgrades, or conversions for existing facilities. For example, some projects replaced gas lines or oil storage tanks or upgraded electrical systems. Minor construction projects also included construction of new facilities, such as the build-out of new infrastructure that could be used to replace aging infrastructure needed to support NNSA’s mission. For example, some projects installed a fabrication facility, an operations center building, or storage areas. In general, according to officials, minor construction projects do not involve activities that handle special nuclear material.

In some cases, NNSA also identified projects by the primary systems and assemblies associated with facility construction. For example, the minor construction projects undertaken by the Office of Infrastructure since fiscal year 2019 included categories such
as plumbing; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; electrical system; and fire protection upgrades.

For comparison, since fiscal year 2019, NNSA has undertaken 26 line-item construction projects under $100 million, with an average cost of approximately $38 million. These include projects from the Office of Defense Programs, Office of Defense Nuclear Security, Office of Infrastructure, and Naval Reactors. Examples of these projects include an emergency operations center and a special materials facility.

Based on data provided by NNSA’s program offices, we found that the majority of minor construction projects NNSA undertook from fiscal years 2019 to 2023 met or are expected to meet their cost targets. However, we were unable to assess the extent to which many of these projects met their intended schedule because NNSA did not provide us with sufficient information to assess schedule performance for these projects, largely due to a lack of consistency in the data each office collects.

Cost. We assessed cost performance by comparing a project’s baseline cost estimate with its actual cost or current cost estimate.\(^\text{15}\) Table 2 provides an overview of the cost performance for these projects. For example, 53 percent of the completed projects met or underran their cost targets (by an average of $0.7 million, or 20 percent, below the target), while 47 percent exceeded their cost targets (by an average of $1.5 million, or 51 percent, above the target).

Table 2: Cost Performance of NNSA’s Minor Construction Projects, Fiscal Years 2019-2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completed projects</th>
<th>234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projects at or below cost targets(^a) (% of completed projects)</td>
<td>124 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amount below cost targets (average % below targets)</td>
<td>$0.7 million (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects exceeding cost targets(^a) (% of completed projects)</td>
<td>110 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amount above cost targets (average % above targets)</td>
<td>$1.5 million (51%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ongoing projects</th>
<th>180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projects at or below cost targets(^a) (% of ongoing projects)</td>
<td>115 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amount below cost targets (average % below targets)</td>
<td>$0.5 million (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects exceeding cost targets(^a) (% of ongoing projects)</td>
<td>65 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average amount above cost targets (average % above targets)</td>
<td>$4.5 million (59%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) data. \(^\text{GAO-24-105848}\)

Note: Data include minor construction projects that were active from fiscal years 2019 to 2023, including projects that started before fiscal year 2019 but were active during this time. NNSA program offices provided these data to GAO between May 10, 2023, and July 28, 2023, and data for fiscal year 2023 is partial. Data do not include indirect-funded minor construction projects, the costs of which cannot be assigned to a particular program.

\(a\)We calculated cost performance for a project by comparing its baseline cost estimate with its current or actual cost estimate. Minor construction projects typically establish cost baselines when projects are selected to be funded, according to officials. We used the third quarter of fiscal year 2023 as the cut-off for project completion dates to determine which projects were completed versus those ongoing.

However, on a portfolio level, the cost performance of these minor construction projects appears more negative. Specifically, NNSA’s estimate of the total cost for all 414 projects is approximately $3 billion, which is about $300 million (or 11 percent) higher than the collective cost baseline of $2.7 billion. According to NNSA officials from the Office of Infrastructure, all minor construction projects initiated after March 2020, or that were active after that time, were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in cost overruns and schedule delays.

Schedule. We attempted to assess schedule performance by comparing a project’s baseline completion date with its actual completion date or current estimate for completion.\(^\text{16}\) However, some NNSA offices did not collect sufficient data on their projects’ completion dates. For example, the Office of Defense Programs provided quarters of fiscal years, rather than specific dates, for its completion date estimates. The Office of Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation also provided fiscal years, rather than specific
dates or quarters, for some projects. As a result, we could not assess the schedule performance of all 414 minor construction projects NNSA has undertaken since fiscal year 2019.

However, as an example, the Office of Infrastructure—which oversaw the largest number of minor construction projects—provided us with sufficient data to assess schedule performance for its projects. These projects accounted for approximately 60 percent of minor construction projects undertaken since fiscal year 2019. On the basis of the office’s data, we found that 117 (or 68 percent) of its 172 completed projects exceeded their schedule targets (by an average of about 8 months). According to officials, projects faced cost overruns and schedule delays because of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Overall, we found inconsistencies in how NNSA’s offices collect information on minor construction projects. For example, some offices, such as the Office of Infrastructure and the Office of Naval Reactors, provided us with more detailed data on cost, schedule, project type, and other related information. Other offices, such as the Office of Defense Programs and the Office of Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation, did not track the same information on project type and provided us with less detailed data on project schedule. In addition, several offices provided initial data that had gaps, such as missing cost and schedule information.

According to NNSA officials, there is no requirement that program offices have access to a system that tracks minor construction projects for project management purposes. Officials stated that they take a risk-based approach to tracking project cost and schedule and that sending data calls to management and operating contractors at the sites where projects are being carried out can increase workload.

According to federal standards for internal control, management should use quality information to achieve objectives. Quality information is appropriate, current, complete, accurate, accessible, and provided on a timely basis. Without collecting and tracking information—including information related to performance—on minor construction projects in a consistent manner, NNSA may not be able to ensure that management has the quality information they need to manage and assess the performance of these projects. This is especially important because cost overruns on minor construction projects may be significant in the aggregate. For example, cost overruns for minor construction projects managed by the Office of Infrastructure and the Office of Defense Programs totaled nearly $149 million for projects completed over the approximately 5-year period we reviewed.

NNSA program offices use different processes from one another to manage their minor construction projects, but they generally have not documented these project management processes and related requirements in a formal and comprehensive manner. In addition, these processes and requirements are less prescriptive than those DOE requires to be used to manage line-item construction projects over $50 million.

According to NNSA officials, contractors that manage and operate NNSA laboratories, sites, and plants are responsible for managing minor construction projects on a day-to-day basis at their sites as part of their overall scope of work. NNSA program officials conduct a variety of activities to oversee the work of their contractors. For example, according to NNSA officials within the Office of Infrastructure, contractors report cost and schedule data monthly to NNSA, and NNSA officials from this office review monthly project reports.

Overall, we found that the processes used by NNSA program offices to oversee the work of contractors varied from office to office. For example, NNSA’s Office of Infrastructure uses a formal project management system to store and track information related to its minor construction projects. According to officials, this system provides “cradle to grave” management for these projects.

In contrast, suboffices within the Office of Defense Programs used different processes to track information related to their minor construction projects. For example, officials from one suboffice stated that they use an Excel spreadsheet and periodic updates from the contractor to track their minor construction projects. Officials from another suboffice stated that they do not use a system to track their minor construction projects. Instead,
they said that contractors provide them with regular briefings, as well as a summary of projects, on a quarterly basis.

However, we found that NNSA’s program offices generally have not documented, in a formal and comprehensive manner, the processes and related requirements they use to manage minor construction projects. For example:

- Officials from the Office of Infrastructure told us that the minor construction projects funded through their office’s budget generally follow the principles outlined in DOE’s project management order, which applies to line-item construction projects with an estimated cost of $50 million or more. In addition, they stated that a 2021 program management plan contains other guidance related to managing minor construction projects. Moreover, they said that minor construction projects are typically managed as part of a larger program, which is subject to NNSA’s policy on program management.

- Officials from the Office of Defense Programs also told us that the minor construction projects they manage follow the principles outlined in DOE’s project management order. They also stated that their programs may apply other directives, such as the Office of Defense Program’s program execution instruction, to minor construction projects. In addition, some officials reported that a formal document does not exist describing NNSA’s policies and procedures for managing minor construction projects.

We found that none of these documents—including DOE’s project management order, the Office of Infrastructure’s program management plan, and the Office of Defense Programs’ program execution instruction—describe, in a formal and comprehensive manner, NNSA’s processes and related requirements for managing its minor construction projects.

According to federal standards for internal control, management should implement control activities through policies. For example, management may document policies related to each unit’s responsibilities. In addition, according to DOE’s project management order, one of the principles of project management is having well-defined and documented project requirements. By formally and comprehensively documenting its project management processes and related requirements for minor construction projects, NNSA could have greater assurance that its minor construction projects follow the principles outlined in DOE’s project management order and that contractors leading these projects are applying these principles consistently.

In addition, as shown in table 3, we found that NNSA’s processes and requirements for managing minor construction projects are generally less prescriptive than the processes and requirements it uses to manage line-item construction projects with estimated costs of $50 million or more. According to NNSA officials, this is because these projects are less complex and lower risk compared with more complex and higher-cost line-item projects. Moreover, according to NNSA officials, some offices, such as the Office of Infrastructure, conduct some activities (such as monthly cost reviews) even though they are not required to do so.

Table 3: Comparison of Selected NNSA and DOE Project Management Processes and Requirements for NNSA Construction Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Processes and requirements for minor construction projects</th>
<th>Processes and requirements for line-item construction projects costing $50 million or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NNSA project managers</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>NNSA assigns a federal project manager to oversee project activities, which are managed on a day-to-day basis by contractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNSA senior management reviews</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>NNSA project and program officials, with an advisory board of subject matter experts, conduct reviews at five major milestones. These reviews assess a project’s readiness on whether to proceed to the next project phase.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For fiscal years 2024 to 2028, NNSA program offices plan to undertake 437 minor construction projects, with an average cost of about $11 million per project, according to data we reviewed (see table 4).²⁴

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NNSA program offices</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
<th>Range of costs (in millions)³</th>
<th>Average project cost (in millions)</th>
<th>Total estimated costs (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>$0 – 30</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$3,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Programs</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$0 – 30</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>$572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other²</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$0 – 27</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>437</strong></td>
<td><strong>$0 – 30</strong></td>
<td><strong>$11</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,855</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) data. | GAO-24-105848

Note: Data include minor construction projects planned for fiscal years 2024 to 2028 that may be in various stages of development, including projects initially proposed to start in fiscal year 2023 that were determined to need more planning or were reprioritized for upcoming budget cycles. Data also include projects that may ultimately not be submitted for funding consideration by the earliest identified start date or which have $0 in total costs listed as a placeholder, according to officials. NNSA program offices provided these data to GAO between May 10, 2023, and July 28, 2023. Data do not include indirect-funded minor construction projects, the costs of which cannot be assigned to a particular program.

²Projects with costs under $500,000 were rounded down to $0 for the purposes of this table.

²²“Other” includes data from the following NNSA program offices: Counterterrorism and Counterproliferation, Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation, Defense Nuclear Security, Emergency Operations, and Naval Reactors.

NNSA program offices plan to carry out minor construction projects across all eight sites of the nuclear security enterprise, as figure 4 shows.

Table 4: NNSA’s Planned Minor Construction Projects, Fiscal Years 2024-2028

What minor construction projects is NNSA planning to begin between fiscal years 2024 and 2028?
Figure 4: Location of NNSA’s Planned Minor Construction Projects across the Nuclear Security Enterprise, Fiscal Years 2024-2028

Note: Data include minor construction projects planned for fiscal years 2024 through 2028 that may be in various stages of development, including projects initially proposed to start in fiscal year 2023 that were determined to need more planning or were reprioritized for upcoming budget cycles. Data also include projects that may ultimately not be submitted for funding consideration by the earliest identified start date or that have $0 in total costs listed as a placeholder, according to officials. NNSA program offices provided these data to GAO from May 10, 2023, and July 28, 2023. Data do not include 87 projects planned for locations outside the eight nuclear security enterprise sites. Data also do not include indirect-funded minor construction projects, the costs of which cannot be assigned to a particular program.

For comparison, NNSA plans to fund 13 line-item construction projects under $100 million for fiscal years 2024 through 2028, with an average cost of about $50 million, according to data we reviewed. These include projects from the Office of Infrastructure and Naval Reactors. Examples of these projects include a plutonium engineering support facility and an analytical gas laboratory.

What effect could raising the minor construction threshold have on how NNSA budgets for and manages its construction projects?

Further raising the minor construction threshold beyond $30 million could have several effects on how NNSA budgets for and manages its construction projects. For example, regarding NNSA’s budgeting process:

- **NNSA could have more flexibility to address emerging issues.** According to NNSA officials, raising the threshold could provide NNSA with the ability to address emerging issues more quickly without having to go through the process to seek specific congressional authorization and appropriation for these projects. For example, NNSA officials told us that they could initiate new minor construction projects under a continuing resolution but cannot do so for line-item construction projects. According to NNSA officials, raising the threshold could also result in additional minor construction project proposals being submitted for consideration, which could provide the agency with an opportunity to accelerate delivery of projects in the coming years.
• Congress could receive less detailed project information in annual budget requests. Because some budgetary notification and reporting requirements are tied to the minor construction threshold, a higher threshold could reduce the amount of information that NNSA reports to Congress. For example, if the threshold were raised to $50 million, 10 of NNSA’s 13 planned line-item construction projects under $100 million for fiscal years 2024 through 2028 would not be required to provide project data sheets to Congress as part of the agency’s budget justification prior to initiating the projects. If the threshold were raised to $100 million, none of these 13 projects would be required to provide project data sheets. As a result, Congress could lose some visibility into the estimated costs, schedules, and performance associated with some more costly and potentially more complex projects.

• DOE could have less insight into NNSA’s performance. Raising the minor construction threshold would affect the department’s insight into the performance of NNSA’s construction projects, according to officials from DOE’s Office of Project Management. This office is responsible for providing leadership and assistance in developing and implementing DOE-wide policies, procedures, programs, and management systems pertaining to project management. Specifically, these officials said they use NNSA project data sheets to help them track project funding and budgetary needs. Raising the minor construction threshold to $50 million or more could reduce the number of project data sheets DOE has available to maintain insight into these projects, according to these officials.

Further raising the minor construction threshold over $50 million could also affect NNSA’s management of its construction projects. Specifically, if such an increase was coupled with an increase in the threshold for the applicability of DOE’s project management order, which officials told us DOE is considering, it would reduce the number of projects that must follow DOE’s more prescriptive project management requirements.

NNSA applies a less prescriptive set of project management requirements to manage its minor construction projects than it applies to line-item construction projects with total estimated costs over $50 million. However, NNSA issued a directive in September 2023 to streamline project management requirements for noncomplex, nonnuclear construction projects with costs above the minor construction threshold and below $100 million. As a result, further raising the minor construction threshold may reduce the number of projects required to follow the streamlined procedures intended for noncomplex, nonnuclear construction projects in the future.

Some NNSA program offices did not collect consistent or comprehensive project data on minor construction projects. This limited our ability to assess performance for some of the 414 minor construction projects that NNSA undertook in the past 5 fiscal years. Without collecting and tracking information on its minor construction projects in a consistent manner, NNSA officials may not have quality information they need to manage and assess project performance, particularly at the portfolio level. This is important because NNSA plans to initiate 437 minor construction projects over the next 5 fiscal years totaling about $5 billion, and cost overruns could be significant in aggregate.

In addition, NNSA’s program offices use varying processes, some of which generally follow the principles in DOE’s project management order, to manage their minor construction projects. However, neither NNSA nor its offices have documented, in a formal and comprehensive manner, these processes and related requirements that offices should use to manage these projects. By doing so, NNSA would better ensure that its minor construction projects follow the principles in DOE’s project management order.
The NNSA Administrator should collect and track, in a consistent manner, quality information on cost and schedule performance for minor construction projects.

The NNSA Administrator should document, in a formal and comprehensive manner, NNSA’s processes and related requirements for managing minor construction projects.

We provided a draft of this report to DOE and NNSA for review and comment. NNSA provided written comments, which are summarized in Appendix I below. NNSA agreed with our recommendations. NNSA also provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.

We analyzed agency data for

- minor construction projects NNSA undertook between October 2018 and July 2023 that were attributed to specific program offices;
- construction projects NNSA has planned, as of July 2023, for fiscal years 2024 through 2028 and that would be attributed to specific program offices; and
- construction projects with total estimated costs above the minor construction threshold but under $100 million, for comparison purposes.

We analyzed these data to determine the total number of projects; the total costs associated with those projects; project cost and schedule performance, as appropriate; and any trends in the data, including project locations. We chose fiscal year 2019 as the starting point for our analysis because, during that year, NNSA initiated a pilot program for construction projects with costs above the minor construction threshold but under $50 million. We took steps to assess the reliability of the data, including testing for missing data or other errors, reviewing related documents, and interviewing knowledgeable officials. We found the data to be sufficiently reliable for our purposes.

We also analyzed economic indicators of inflation—specifically the consumer price index—and construction indices from the Bureau of Labor Statistics to determine the extent to which adjustments to the threshold have kept pace with current economic conditions. We took steps to assess data reliability by reviewing documents regarding the use of these indicators.

We interviewed knowledgeable officials from DOE’s Office of Project Management, NNSA’s Office of Infrastructure, NNSA’s Office of Defense Programs, and selected NNSA field offices. Specifically, we selected two of the eight NNSA sites with a significant number of minor construction projects and that represent both laboratory and production sites. Findings from the two selected sites cannot be generalized to all NNSA sites. We interviewed NNSA field office officials and contractor representatives who oversee minor construction projects at these sites.

We also reviewed relevant DOE and NNSA directives, along with other NNSA documents. We analyzed and synthesized NNSA’s project management requirements for construction projects and asked DOE and NNSA officials to validate our summary of these requirements.

We conducted this performance audit from March 2022 to January 2024 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Ms. Allison B. Bawden  
Director, Natural Resources  
and Environment  
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
Washington, DC  20548

Dear Ms. Bawden:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Government Accountability Office (GAO) draft report “National Nuclear Security Administration: Better Performance Tracking and Documentation Needed for Minor Construction Projects” (GAO-24-105848). The Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration appreciates GAO’s review of our minor construction projects and the auditors’ observations on the potential effects of raising the minor construction threshold. We agree with the report’s recommendations for enhancing our collection and tracking of minor construction project data and for better documenting our processes and related requirements for overseeing these projects, as outlined in the enclosed Management Decision.

Our subject matter experts have also provided technical and general comments under separate cover for your consideration to enhance the clarity and accuracy of the report. If you have any questions about this response, please contact Dean Childs, Director, Audits and Internal Affairs, at (202) 856-3327.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Jill Hruby

Enclosure
NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Management Decision

"National Nuclear Security Administration: Better Performance Tracking and Documentation Needed for Minor Construction Projects" (GAO-24-105848)

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) recommends the Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration (DOE/NNSA):

**Recommendation 1:** Collect and track quality information on cost and schedule performance for minor construction projects in a consistent manner.

**Management Response:** Concur. NNSA will assess GAO’s observations contained in the report and determine the best approach for consistent collection and tracking of information on cost and schedule performance for minor construction projects. The initial target for completing this assessment is June 30, 2024.

**Recommendation 2:** Document, in a formal and comprehensive manner, NNSA’s processes and related requirements for managing minor construction projects.

**Management Response:** Concur. NNSA will assess GAO’s observations contained in the report and determine the best approach for formally documenting its processes and related requirements for ensuring that minor construction projects apply the DOE Order project management principles for successful project execution. The initial target for completing this assessment is June 30, 2024.
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